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Welcome to our 2020 Annual Report. This was a year we will not forget. We were

challenged throughout this year with various obstacles but continued to see God’s care and

provision for us. We’ve had much to be grateful for as we adapted and continued our

ministry. We thank God for the new opportunities and for teaching us new ways to

continue our existing programs.

A personal highlight has been serving alongside our staff and others with CityReach. Amid

the video meetings and administrative challenges, it’s been refreshing to serve our

community each week in a very hands-on, practical way. We are grateful that YWAM

Vancouver has been able to help and partner with other ministries such as CityReach that

are meeting the needs of people in our community.

We are grateful for the donors who contributed generously when we were at our lowest

financially with no income coming in from the usual Mission Adventures program that we

run in the spring and summer. Those donations and the cost cutting measures we put in

place have kept us afloat.

We’re grateful for the flexibility demonstrated by our staff during this last year: moving

out of our Training Centre and & office space, cramming the furniture into our garage and

storage unit; learning new ways to meet, collaborate, and encourage each other; and

serving and supporting other ministries in our community that needed extra hands. For

some of our staff, it has been a lonely and difficult year and we appreciate their

perseverance.

On behalf of the YWAM Vancouver staff and Leadership Team, may we see God continue to

become famous in and from our city!

A WORD FROM
LEADERSHIP TEAM CHAIR

RANDY PARIZEAU
LEADERSHIP TEAM CHAIR
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https://www.cityreach.org/
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https://ywamvancouver.org/give


YWAM Vancouver went through considerable

changes in 2020 due to Covid-19.

We were unable to run our Mission Adventures

program during the spring and summer. The fees

from this program normally help to bring in a

substantial portion of our income. We were

looking at a difficult financial situation.

We implemented as many cost-cutting measures

as we could. Thankfully, we were released from

the lease on the Training Centre and we

transitioned to working from home. We took our

two vans off of the road and ended the lease of

one of the two houses that we were renting. 

Thankfully, YWAM’s Project Funding Office

leased a room from us out of our remaining

ministry house. This provided a hub for their

operations and helped us financially. In the fall,

we were able to run our Chronological School of

Biblical Studies by renting a space in a church.

Due to Covid-19 restrictions, all staff have

continued to work from home and meet via video

conferencing. We haven’t hosted any guests in

our house beyond those who are part of the

YWAM Vancouver community. If you would like

more information on our pandemic policies,

please see our website.

COVID-19 IMPACT
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39 38 44
38 coaching sessions

39 spiritual direction sessions

44 coaching sessions

MEMBER CARE
Our regular meetings with people to debrief,

process re-entry, and coach in spiritual

direction had to shift gears and go virtual due

to Covid-19. Despite being unable to travel our

Member Care team members were still able to

connect with mission workers globally and care

for them.

Unfortunately, in-person conferences and

events were postponed, but we look forward to

planning the Member Care Courses in Fiji, New

Zealand and Canada in 2021.

BUSINESS AS MISSION

In March 2020 we were just a few days away

from our 3rd annual Business As Mission (BAM)

conference when we had to cancel due to

COVID-19. This was a difficult time for the whole

team as this was going to be our biggest yet with

close to 100 participants prior to postponement.

We pivoted to an online format and in June,

October, and December we held three webinars

with local Vancouver business people with close

to 140 participants. We are looking forward to

hosting our rescheduled 2020 conference online

in February 2021.
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100
100 participants from 27 nations in

Summer Kairos & Leadership

Development Encounter courses

http://ywamvancouver.org/member-care
https://ywamvancouver.org/member-care
https://ywamvancouver.org/business-as-mission
https://ywamvancouver.org/business-as-mission


We welcomed many new families this year to

our child care centre, Pamela's Little Promises.

Despite Covid-19, we never shut our doors and

served many essential workers.  In June, we had

a Drive-By Graduation with a visit from the fire

department! Since September, we've operated

at full capacity including before and after

school care.

In 2021, we are hoping to expand with a new

location and be more generous to nations like

Malawi, Indonesia, and Ghana needing

preschools and help disciple teachers.

PAMELA'S 
LITTLE PROMISES

From Namibia to Norway to Indonesia to

Ecuador, people are watching Bible Effect

videos on every continent! Our videos have

been watched over 40,000 times and are

currently available in nine languages;

Nepali, Korean, *Mandarin, *Khmer,

Norwegian, Spanish, Japanese, Portuguese,

English. 

THE BIBLE EFFECT
At our current capacity we are able to

produce 3-4 animated videos per year.

With additional partners and sponsors,

our vision is to continue serve people who

do not have access to Bible resources in

their mother tongue.

*Khmer and Mandarin Chinese are in process
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https://ywamvancouver.org/pamela-s-little-promises
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OUR SCHOOLS

DISCIPLESHIP TRAINING
SCHOOLS (DTS)

What a year! We graduated six students in

March 2020. And our staff are volunteering

at CityReach and Whole Way House. We

also were able to go help YWAM Fort

McMurray after the flood that devastated

their community in April. 

We will be running a Snowboarders and

Skiers DTS and the first Kingdom Justice

DTS in January of 2021. We’ve been in

conversation with more than fifty students,

and have accepted 12 from all over the world.

In July of 2020, we graduated two students from

the 2019/2020 CSBS. Watching them graduate

was the highlight of the year! It had been a long

hard slog, but watching them push through was

amazing.

In September, we welcomed four students for

our new CSBS. We are excited to see the Lord

work through our students' lives. Ultimately due

to some health issues, one student did have to

leave, but the remainder are excited to

continue! They will graduate at the end of June.

CHRONOLOGICAL
SCHOOL OF BIBLICAL
STUDIES (CSBS)
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As lockdown began and we had to cancel many of

our programs and outreaches, a number of our

staff began to volunteer several times a week at

CityReach Care Society supporting their

ministry, Food For Families. Food For Families is

a free, nutritious food bank for low-income

households in the Greater Vancouver Area. They

serve wholesome, healthy food including fresh

fruits, vegetables, dairy, proteins, and grains. 

This ministry existed before Covid-19, but

increased their impact dramatically as many

families across Vancouver experienced loss of

income. Before the pandemic, they were serving

100-150 families. By the end of 2020, they were

giving to over 1000 families weekly. 

The director of Food For Families, Sharon Dong,

says, "YWAM models what it means to be humble

and to serve with a “servant’s heart”.  Without

their support, Food for Families could not have

grown so rapidly.  We love YWAM and we see

YWAM as an invaluable extension of our team." 

OUR PARTNERSHIPS

CITYREACH 
CARE SOCIETY
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PRAYER REQUESTS

Pray for the physical, mental, and spiritual health of our students

and staff.

HEALTH

Pray that our ministries would be fruitful and that we would have

wisdom in how to fulfil our calling in Vancouver during the

pandemic.

MINISTRIES

Pray that we would find a new physical space to run our programs

and to have permanent office space.

NEW CENTRE

P.O. Box 57024

RPO E. Hastings

Vancouver, BC  V5K 5G6

Canada

604-255-5262

www.ywamvancouver.org

info@ywamvancouver.org

CONTACT US
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ANDREW HEFFREN  |  BASTIAN STÖTER  |  BETTY ANN CYR  |  BETHAN UITTERDIJK
BOBBIE HAMM  |  BRITTNI ARTHUR  |  BROOKE KRO  |  BRYAN APPELT  |  CAMBREE EBEL
CHUCK HAMM  |  CINDY GEIGER  |  DAVID HARPER  |  FLAVIA ZILLER  |  GEORGIE READ

GILLIAN PARKER  |  GRACE LEE  |  GWEN NEUFELD  |  HANNAH VAN ZANTEN
HANNAH SKINNER  |  ISABELLA FLORES  |  JACKSON LEE  |  JENNIFER ATWOOD DAVIES

JONATHAN SPAINHOUR  |  JON STEVENS  |  JORDAN SKINNER  |  JULIE SIMEON
LASCA LE BROCQ  |  MARI  MARK DAVENPORT  |  MIKE DAVIES  |  NADINE FREW

NANCY HARPER  |  PAM ADDEA AKYEA  |  PAMELA  |  RANDY PARIZEAU  |  RYAN SEPT
SHEILA FRANCA  |  STEPHAN TOLLENAAR  |  TY RESCHKE

https://www.facebook.com/ty.reschke

